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Diana Mosley

years' internment during the
Second World War. She later
moved to Paris and enjoyed
some success as a writer. In
the 1950s she contributed
diaries to Tatler and edited
the magazine The European.
In 1977 she published her
autobiography, A Life of
Contrasts, and two more
biographies in the 1980s. She
was also a regular book
reviewer for Books &
Bookmen and later at The
Evening Standard in the
1990s. She caused
controversy when she

NBU rally 2016
Tickets for this years rally to
be held in Staffordshire will
be on sale from NBU store for
£5 each. There will be the
usual sales table,
refreshments, video show and
guest speakers. A chance for
all officers, members and
supporters to come together!

Diana, Lady Mosley, born
Diana Freeman-Mitford
and usually known as
Diana Mitford, was one of
Britain's noted Mitford
sisters. She was married
firstly to Bryan Walter
Guinness, heir to the barony
of Moyne, and secondly to Sir
Oswald Mosley, 6th Baronet,
of Ancoats, leader of the
British Union of Fascists. Her appeared on Desert Island
Discs in 1989. A family friend,
second marriage, in 1936,
James Lees-Milne, wrote of
took place at the home of
Joseph Goebbels, with Adolf her beauty, "She was the
nearest thing to Botticelli's
Hitler as guest of honour.
LINK FOR NBU STORE
Subsequently her involvement Venus that I have ever seen".
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
with right-wing political
17 Jun 1910-11 Aug 2003 nbu-store.html
causes resulted in three
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between the present artificial and in our failure to resist is
The national existence of degradation of our land and the secret of our loss.
Britain is being attacked its widespread
Nothing in the life of any
from within in a manner unemployment, between
moral and material weakness people is so degrading in its
infinitely more deadly
effect on national character as
must be blind.
than any attack from
tame submission to alien
without. Camouflaged as
insult and brutality.
internationalism, antiBritishness aims at destroying
In the midnight of patriotism
our national life by destroying
there is now signs of
our national consciousness.
returning national
Its malignant hostility may be
consciousness. The return of
seen in continual suggestions
British Fascism will raise again
that the Union Flag should be
our national honour from the
forbidden to fly in some areas
filth and insult in which it lies
as being provocative. In no
bleeding today. That
other land could such an
patriotism which
insult be offered to the
internationalists, Marxists and
national flag. Not alone in
Liberals deride, loath, hate
Socialist-Green, but
and fear, Fascism is
Conservative and Liberal
determined to revive, uniting
circles have these suggestions
the right is the first step, this
appeared, showing how the The reason such degradation is why the usual suspects
leprosy of anti-Britishness has is here is because, smothered from both far left and right
infected all parties in the
in the mire of internationalism have once again began to
State.
attack us with old lies and
this country’s sense of
misinformation. As patriots
What is the matter with us? national consciousness is
continue to flock to our
How is it that people whose being eroded. just as a
junkie, losing their own self- banner so our enemies and
heroism flamed with such
respect, loses the only thing the enemies of Britain will
deathless splendor in two
world wars has collapsed in in life that can save them, so increase their propaganda
cowardice before such human British national self-respect against us, proof, if proof was
needed, that we are 'over the
lies drowned in a sea of
refuse as Liberals, cultural
target'.
internationalism. Since the
Marxists, Champagne
wars we have lost our souls.
socialists and their political
In no other unconquered land Gary Raikes
correctness? Those who
is alien hostility so arrogant,
cannot see the connection
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elected representatives show
the fraternal spirit again in
LAW, AUTHORITY
the lobbies of the Commons.
AND PROSPERITY
It is surely evident that the
thing we know as Parliament
must assuredly cover up
Since the time of the
French Revolution at the something very sinister when
we find a state of poverty
end of the 18thcentury,
amid plenty.
the watchwords of

act through the corporate
state. We must elect a
government who will act and
not talk, who will use the
powers of capitalism, not
against the people, but for
the good of the State as a
whole.

We must create a State in
It has been the purpose of
which all will serve that State,
inter-nationalism to foster the and in which all individual
so called spirit of Liberty,
interests will be subordinated
Equality ad Fraternity
within that State. We must
throughout the last two
build up a land in which
centuries into this one. The Britons can be free from the
spirit upon which Liberal
sweated competition of other
Capitalism was built, “Each
lands, in which he or she can
for himself and the devil take enjoy the fruits of decent
the hindmost”, for they surely work in a higher standard of
foresaw the time when
living.
industrial capital, having
If you respect our flag, if you
beaten itself by competition love our country and people,
from both within and without, help build this new movement
would dissolve itself in the
Every now and then an
before it is too late and we
election is held and you have bankruptcy courts, or be
are all swamped by the
the liberty to vote Red, Blue, eaten up by the finance
powers of internationalists
capital
they
themselves
Yellow and now Purple, while
and the degradation of a new
control.
to show the fraternal spirit
slave age. Work with NBU
the candidates vie with one Liberty, Equality and fraternity Officers the representatives of
another in kissing babies etc. have bought us to the present the movement of patriotism
Once the elected ones get
state this country is in, there and constitutional revolution.
back to Westminster the poor is only one alternative and
Sweep Britain clean from the
voter has the liberty to see
that is to create within our
scourge of sham democracy
more unemployment, prices own land the power action of and its bestial results, and in
rising, more goods made by British Fascism. By electing to the place of “Liberty, Equality
sweated labour dumped in
power by the free vote a
and Fraternity” erect the NBU
our land to compete with the peoples government who will slogan of“Law, Authority
products of our labour, our
and Prosperity”.
Democracy have been,
Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity. It should be
possible therefore if we have
liberty and all men are equal
to elect a government to
represent our views. Yet how
many voters were asked to
give politicians the right to
increase their salaries? The
only liberty here is the liberty
for politicians to use the
money of tax-payers to
benefit themselves.
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THIS FLAME STILL BURNS

Welcome to the
Blackshirt, I hope you
enjoy reading this issue.

Members of NBU North paid a Due to the increase in
visit to the resting place of
violence being instigated by
Diana Mosley and her sister the far left against any
Unity Mitford. These two
patriotic movement that
brave ladies will always be
disagrees with their Marxist
remembered by British
views and in accordance with
Fascists. Karen from NBU
the law we have implemented
Derbyshire told us “It was an our right to defend ourselves
honour to take flowers to the and our members from any
ladies on behalf of the New assault as they go about their
British Union we should never lawful business.
forget our comrades that
went before.”

If every member could pass a
copy onto just one friend we
would double the reach of our
message. Getting information
to our embattled people
remains our main objective
and getting onto parish
councils is part of that. This
BLACKSHIRT SECURITY
issue features an article on
parish councils which we
NBU has launched Blackshirt
hope will encourage readers Security an 'unincorporated
to get involved in their
association' this will be a
communities and become part voluntary 'Manned Guarding'
of the NBU’s ‘quiet revolution’. group which is completely

As a security group
uniform will be worn to
establish the difference
between ordinary NBU
members/supporters and
legal and covered by the
The Editor
Blackshirt Security. All
Home Office under 'guarding NBU Officers will be
one or more individuals
enrolled into Blackshirt
Remember to send in your against assault or against
security to enable
news from around the UK injuries that might be suffered
guarding duties to be
secretary@newbritishunion.co.uk in consequence of the
carried out at future
unlawful conduct of others.' events.
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There are 9,000 local
and sports facilities, litter
councils (parish and
bins, public toilets, planning,
town) in England. Over 16 street cleaning and lighting,
million people live in
tourism activities, traffic
communities served by local calming measures, village
councils, which is around
greens and youth projects.
25% of the population, and These existing powers were
about 80,000 councillors
recently strengthened by
serve on these councils. It is powers contained in the
calculated £1 billion is
Localism Act including the
invested in these communities extension of the "General
every year. Local councils
Power of Competence" to
work to improve community eligible local councils
well-being and provide better
The central function of the
services at a local level.
Council, the making of local
Their activities fall into three
decisions and policy relevant
main categories: representing
to the public interest of the
the local community,
parish, is performed at the
delivering services to meet
meetings of the Council.
local needs, and improving
quality of life and community
well being.
Local councils can provide
and maintain a variety of
important and visible local
services including allotments,
bridleways, burial grounds,
bus shelters, car parks,
commons and open spaces,
community transport
schemes, community safety
and crime reduction
measures, events and
festivals, footpaths, leisure

the main council committee is
at least one-third of the
members, or three members,
whichever is the greater.
Every meeting is open to the
public, who are encouraged
to attend, except for those
items where the Council
formally resolves to exclude
the public and press on the
grounds that publicity would
be prejudicial to the public
interest. This would have to
be due to the confidential
nature of the business. This
latter also applies to any subcommittee of the Parish
Council.
Elections and membership
The term of office of a parish
councillor is four years, and
council seats are elected by
secret ballot. The legislation
provides that the number of
elected members of a parish
council shall not be less than
five. Larger parishes may be
divided into parish wards,
with separate elections for
each ward.

A Parish Council consists of
the chairman and not fewer A candidate must be at least
than five elected Parish
one of the following:
councillors, and a quorum of
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•
•A UK or Commonwealth
citizen
•Citizen of the Republic of
Ireland
•Citizen of another member
state of the European Union
and candidates must state on
their consent for nomination
form their qualification for
election, which must be at
least one of the following:

Uncontested elections

Elections only occur if,
Where there are an equal
following the advertisement
number or fewer candidates of the vacancy for 14 days, 10
than there are vacancies, all electors send a written
candidates are elected
request to the returning
unopposed, and no poll is
officer. If no request is
taken. Where there are fewer received, the parish council
candidates than vacant seats, will be required to fill the
the parish council has the
vacancies by co-option. The
power to co-opt any person nomination qualifications
or persons to fill the
required of a candidate for
vacancies. This power,
co-option are the same as for
however, may only be
those for election.
exercised if there is a quorum
If the number of vacancies on
•they are an elector of the
of councillors present and
within 35 days of the election. the parish council is such that
parish
there is no longer a quorum,
•during the whole of the last If the parish council fails to fill the district council may
12 months they have
the vacancies within this
temporarily appoint persons
occupied, either as owner or period, the district council
to bring the council up to
may dissolve it and order
strength in the interval prior
tenant, land or other
fresh
elections.
If
there
is
not
to an election.
premises in the parish.
a quorum elected the district
•their principal or only place
council must dissolve it and
of work is in the parish
order fresh elections.
•they live within 4.8
Contested elections
kilometres (3 miles) of the
parish boundary.
Where there are more
candidates than vacancies, a
poll must be held. Undivided
The chairman of the last
council shall remain in office, parishes, or multi-member
parish wards, hold elections
even if not elected to the
under the bloc vote system.
newly constituted council,
until a new chairman is
Casual vacancies
appointed at the first meeting
If a vacancy occurs during the SO WHY NOT GIVE IT A
of the new council.
GO AND BRING A VOICE
term of a parish council, it
OF SANITY BACK TO
may be filled by either
YOUR COMMUNITY
election or co-option.
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Is internment without
trial answer to terror?

Just before the First World
War my late dad's cousin
The last white man in Europe- from Heage married a
in a time not yet yet predicted German who had settled in
that village some years
maybe in the Alps..
earlier.
is a European man
a white man
hiding from the hordes.
they are looking for him
to butcher
to kill
he must die
as the last that can talk
about a golden time.
they are a tainted blend
that search
some forced
some not
the worse..
now this last white man
sharpens his spear
recounts his six Russian
grenades
and waits for them
to come.
and he will fight...

Pete Fox NBU USA

notion that however evil
people are known to be they
cannot be taken out of
circulation until there is
concrete evidence of their
intentions.
The time has come for normal
procedures with regard to
evidence to be suspended for
the duration of the war on
terror for the protection of the
public. Of course, the liberal
human rights lawyers who are
growing rich from defending
the indefensible will scream
blue murder.

He was a law-abiding and
hard-working young man and
yet at the outbreak of war he
was put in Belper jail for a
lengthy time. During the
Second World War members
of Sir Oswald Mosley's British
Union of Fascists were
imprisoned with no charge, But for the courts in civilised
trial or conviction.
countries protecting the
public is far more important
Fast forward to 2016.
Terrorists all over the world than upholding the perceived
rights of criminals.
are committing atrocities and
have declared they are at war Granville V Stone
with us. We will never beat NBU North
them if we carry on fighting
according to the Queensbury
rules.
Well done
In almost every happening of
terrorism since 9/11, those
carrying it out have been
known to the police and
security services in the
country where the crimes
have taken place.

Just wanted to say well done
on the first issue of The
Blackshirt I look forward to
reading many more, you have
given me hope after years in
the political wilderness!

M.Barron
Yet they have been allowed to
roam free because Western NBU South
societies slavishly stick to the
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Dear member,
New British Union needs
your help, we have had
many successes in our first
four years including getting
members on to community,
parish and local councils as
well as the national youth
parliament. The Leader and
Officers have attended
meetings right across the
country during the last four
years.
We have had NBU cells out
putting up flyers etc from
Plymouth to Inverness and
days of action in Bristol,
Portsmouth, Elgin and London

pockets, we all pay for our
travel and hotel costs
NOBODY IN NBU CLAIMS
EXPENSES how many other
groups can claim that?
SO HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Quite simply donate! It is a
sad fact of life that for any
movement to continue to
grow and have more success
it has to have money. NBU do
not charge membership as a
matter of principle, we prefer
those that can afford it to
make a donation no matter
how small whenever they can
but the time to help is NOW!

DONATE ON SITE HERE
To ensure all the planned http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
propaganda-appeal.html
Gary over the next few
events and others go
months of this year will be
ahead please donate to
DONATE BY CHEQUE OR P.O
working on a documentary for our fighting fund, every
channel 4 attending the
penny will be used to
Western Spring unity
further the fascist cause Gary Raikes
Hill of colp croft
conference the coming
in Britain, every penny
Scottish Forum and NBU
will be another nail in the Turriff
annual conference.
coffin lid of the political Aberdeenshire
elite as every penny will AB53 8HL
We are on the right track,
fund a fascist future!
Thank you for your support.
membership grows DAILY
how many other groups can
claim that? For the last four
years everything has been
paid for out of the leaderships
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My country England, I
of their birth – you will find
love it because it is my
them in the labour queues.
country. I hate its politics
Where are the youth of today
because of its leniency to
– the men of tomorrow?
foreigners and those who
Waiting and rotting away in
speak ill of it. There is a
front of plasma screen and iquotation which goes, “Oh
phone, losing their manhood,
God make us English again, their pride, their respect, and
League Sentinel is the
proud of ourselves, and our yet whilst we have this
language.” And never was
terrible unemployment and quarterly publication of
The League of St George
there a time in English history austerity our governments
Every issue carries news of
when it was more necessary stand by and allow the
for Englishmen, and all
sweepings of other countries the struggle from home and
abroad. Articles on Mosley,
patriotic Britons, to unite and to come into our country
National Socialism, History
fight the sloth of weak-kneed every day.
and the Holocaust have been
sentiment and sickly
appeasement that has crept Where are they going? They featured in the past along
like a cancer into our homes wont starve, someone has to with dozens of other subjects
of interest to the European
during the last decades.
suffer in our already
overcrowded labour market – Racial Nationalist.
Where are the free-born
who? The answer is only too Subscription is just £6 for four
Britons whose forefathers
plain, the British worker.
issues and a sample copy can
fought and bled for the land
be obtained by sending 4 x
Let us rise as our forefathers 1st class stamps.
have done before us, unite
Some previous issues are
and cleanse our beloved
available at 95p each. All
country of its traitorous
prices include postage.
political elite, and once again
Suite 3 ~ 3rd Floor
be proud of ourselves, our
148 Cambridge Heath
country, and our language,
and whenever we meet, let usRoad
grip each other in the strong London
grasp of Fascist comradeship E1 5QJ
as we face the struggle
together.

Gary Raikes
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Stockton was the site for one Street to a spot to the north
of the Town Hall where they
In the 1930’s Stockton, like drum up support.
had planned to hold an open
many towns in the North of Recognisable by their black air meeting.
England, was in the grip of
shirts, the Fascist organisation While they had hoped to
the depression.
echoed many of the
arrive unannounced, the
sentiments
of
Mussolini’s
Mass unemployment brought
Blackshirts were surprised to
paramilitaries
in
Italy
and
about by the ‘Wall Street
find their plans had been
Hitler’s National Socialist
Crash’ of 1929 and the
leaked to local Trade Union
organisers and members of
the Communist party who had
arranged a ‘reception
committee’. It was reported at
the time that as many as two
thousand opponents of the
Fascists had arrived to disrupt
their meeting. As Captain
Collier tried to address the
crowd with a loud-hailer his
voice could not be heard
above the shouts and boos of
the opposition.

The Battle of Stockton of their early attempts to

While the political opponents
subsequent collapse of the
Party.
of the Fascists had managed
markets across the globe was On the afternoon of Sunday to find out about the
affecting the whole of the
10 September 1933 a convoy Blackshirt meeting, the local
country but the North, with itsof coaches arrived at Victoria police were unaware of their
reliance on the traditional
Bridge, on the Yorkshire side intentions so there wasn’t a
heavy industries and
strong police presence in the
of the Tees. They were
shipbuilding, was bearing the carrying more than one
area. The few police who
brunt.The conditions were
were on hand did their best
hundred Blackshirts from
ripe for the emergence of a Tyneside and the Manchester to control the situation and as
new political movement in the area. Led by their propaganda things started to get out of
shape of Oswald Mosley’s
officer, Captain Vincent Collier, hand the Inspector on duty
British Union of Fascists and they assembled in military
ordered Collier and his
order, crossed the bridge and entourage to break up the
meeting and disperse. At this
marched up Stockton High
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point the crowd were
No arrests were made but a nationalist opinion. It is
becoming more hostile to the number of the Fascists were independent of all political
Blackshirts who it seems
injured in the battle, some of organisations and parties.
broke ranks and rushed
them seriously. It was
Subscriptions: Subscription to
across to Silver Street in an reported that as many as
H&D covers six issues, and
attempt to protect themselves twenty of their number were
costs just £24.00 (UK),
from the mob.
treated in hospitals in the
$45.00 (USA/Canada) or
By this time both sides had region that night. One of
£30.00/$45.00 (Rest of the
them, Edmund Warburton
armed themselves with a
World).
variety of weapons including from Bury, near Manchester
wooden battens and pick-axe was blinded in one eye as a Sample Copies If you would
result of being hit by an
handles. The mob were
object in Silver Street (some like to try before you
wading into the Blackshirts
reports say it was caused by asubscribe, you can buy a
who resisted as best they
single sample issue for £5.00
could in the confines of Silver rock, others by a deadly
or $8 (USA/Canada); the
Street with the river at their potato).
latest available issue will be
backs. Missiles were thrown The Battle of Stockton was
sent.
into the Fascists ranks and, as over with the fascists being
well being hit with rocks and routed – although many of
Buy by Post: Please send your
half bricks, the Blackshirts
those present would find
order and payment (cheque
were pelted with potatoes
themselves facing Fascist
into which razor blades had forces again a few years later. or postal/money order only
please, made payable to
been fixed (some
“Heritage and Destiny“) by
premeditation there I’m
post to the address below,
thinking!).
clearly indicating whether you
As more police arrived they
require a subscription, sample
began to take charge of the
issue, or back issue(s)
situation and were able to
(together with the issue
separate the warring factions
date(s)/number(s) required).
and escort the Fascists back
down the High Street to their
Heritage and Destiny
coaches on the other side of
40 Birkett Drive
the Tees although some
Preston
stragglers still had to outrun
Heritage
and
Destiny
Lancashire
the mob who followed them
reflects
a
cross-section
of
PR2 6HE
all the way.
21st century racial
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If the Right can understand I have been a member of
various nationalist parties
The fascist movements of this struggle for the white
the early 20th centuries soul to be as important as the and without exception
weren't about policy. They biological preservation of the they have all suffered
were (as Hitler put it) about white race, it will be a direct from infighting and
leadership conflicts. The
establishing a different world successor to the fascist
main political parties are no
view, or world concept as he movement, regardless of
called it, they weren't
what stances it takes on daily different as witnessed by the
politicians fighting for their
political issues, because it will glorious collapse of the
Labour party! The NBU is
own idiosyncratic tax policy fight for the same world
but revolutionaries fighting forconcept, the world view that different, loyalty to leader,
a whole new different set of our race had when we were comrades and party is
paramount to its success. The
ethics, metaphysics, sociology great, a world view that is
leadership principle works and
and anthropology. They were eternal, as opposed to
works well. In the four years
a revolt against the
political bickering of
that I have been a member
materialistic plutocratic
politicians which is only
there has been no infighting,
system of the politicians in
temporal and therefore
no ‘branch rebellions’, no
favour of a healthy organic
temporary.
destructive leadership
society and world view.
challenges, no stories sold to
They fought for a world of
the newspapers, no pointless
honour, strength, duty,
arrests, no financial
sacrifice, unity, hierarchy,
irregularities. Any one given a
quality, culture and so on, as
role is trusted to get on with
opposed to a world of
it with no interference, the
mindless shekel grabbing
council of ten advise the
formless masses enslaved by
leader who has the final say
deceivers. Hitler denounced
on all issues. The whole
any economic or government
movement is held together by
system as better then the
discipline and loyalty, the
other, and insisted that the
Blackshirt also has courage
fight for the spirit of his
Restoring the white society and these three traits
people was the most
biologically without restoring together are the reason NBU
important one, and this is
its soul and establishing the is the fastest growing patriotic
seen in other fascist/third
right healthy world concept is movement in the UK today.
positions authors as well.
useless, and that is something
Their struggle was
that racist libertarians cant
Paul Barnes
philosophical and metagrasp, and that is why they
political, not about policy.
fail.
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John Ryan – The 4
cornerstones

circle in the “flash and circle” Everyone wants to be
depicts unity, all enclosing no someone, to be a star and
Integrity
weak points and no corners. they want it now, right now …
Petty arguments continuous what is sad I ask you
The New British Union
power struggles are not in the What is sad is that they do
Movement has high integrity
interest of the individual,
not want to work for it!
and we expect this in return.
movement or the country.
People will jump ship at the
When we talk about integrity
Think of all the time, effort, drop of a hat.
we mean set values, methods
money and lives that have
People changing their votes
principals and expectations.
been wasted on so called
with their overcoats. Are you
We believe the in honesty and
democracy. The vested
one of these people? Or are
have staunch opposition to
powers will always ensure no you honourable? Do you want
usury…to corruption and to
party shall rule for too long…itto be a part of an honourable
capitalism.
is simply not in their interest movement and not a victim of
No fat cat should be making
to allow this to happen. There the latest fashion. The New
money off the backs of
is power to be gained and
British Union needs
honest working people. This
money to be made out of
honourable people. It is not
includes communist unions
constant change and chaos, wealth or ancestry but
and champagne socialists.
you know and I know who
honourable conduct and a
Having a moral code is part of
they are, Unity is strength
noble disposition that makes
integrity and we do not
united we rise divided we will men great.
depend on the nests of
fall.
religious vipers hijacking the
Action
correct way to conduct our
Honour
lives. In a nutshell integrity
We are a movement of action.
can be summed up as doing
When we talk about honour inThis does not mean we will
the right thing even when
the NBU we are meaning
blindly or recklessly react to
there is nobody watching.
allegiance, respect and more any situation…. as we all
so keeping your word.
know that for every reaction
Unity
Perhaps there is too much
there comes with it
Standing together as one, to
choice these days with the
responsibility and
have an identity….our black
internet, web media,
accountability But make no
shirt uniform is a symbol of
television which all amounts doubt, do not tread upon us,
our union. We are all the
to subliminal brainwashing by we will not forget nor forgive.
same there is no rich, poor or
the left wing for the left wing The flash in the circle depicts
privileged Blackshirts. The
and paid for by you.
action. Let’s build a people
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with a can do attitude, a race and confrontation to further
of winners, pioneers and not their aims. They require you
left at the gate. Let us go
the proletariat to be at each
forward and cultivate our
others throats in a continual
culture into a strong fascist state of strife to ensure
system. However bear in
division. The division of the
mind to make it Your Business people… and we are those
To Mind Britain’s Business
people. Do you wish to just
And of course men of action live your life as it is or would
must sterling be.
you rather have a great life, a
great country and a great
Fascism
future?
Fascism is neither "Left" nor
"Right" but is a synergy of
ideas. The 3rd way is totally
different to those that
currently exist and currently
are abusing their power. Yes
those existing stale and
stagnant systems that are
dragging us down and are
continuing to drag us all
down.“Fascism combines the
dynamic urge to change and
progress With the authority,
With the discipline and the
order without which nothing
great can be achieved",
Humans like order, we like
direction, we align, we build
things straight and we create
systems. But there are the
capitalists, liberals and
communists out there and
they require apathy, misery

Our so called Masters
have lied to us in the past
they will continue lie to us
in the future there will
never be rest in the world
because peace is not good
business…. and we all
know who the players and
dealers are who cut and
mark the pack. Our
Fascist ideology is pure
and the fairest
system….one you can
believe in.
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The object of British
In order to enable individuals
Fascism is to set up a
to carry out their proper
Corporate State, this is
built on the analogy of the function in society Fascism
intends to reorganise the
human body which is
industrial life of the country
composed of many
under a system of discipline
millions of cells all
working in harmony. The and control with a minimum
State is composed of many of interference with private
human individuals who ought property and established
to be organised together to institutions.
serve the State as the cells of
the body are organised to
serve the body.
The members of one industry
be they workers or employers
should combine together to
carry out their function in
society as do the cells of the
human arm combine together
to carry out their function in
the interest of the body.

wages, preventing
exploitation.
All these Corporations would
be under the control of the
National Corporation, to take
the place of the present
House of Lords, whose duty it
would be to direct the various
industries to the best interest
of the State and of the
community. The National
Corporation would also fix the
national standard of wage
rates so that the people could
consume the goods they
produce.

Undoubtedly in order to set
up such a highly organised
state of society revolutionary
methods would be required,
and a temporary dictatorship
set up with power to over-ride
Actually individuals are rapidly
Existing
industries
would
be
all sectional interests,
losing any sense of fulfilling a
placed
under
the
control
of
especially those of high
basic function for the benefit
of the community, under the Corporations on which would finance which would resist coordination. Once having
cover of democracy and the sit representatives of the
employers through their
established the new system,
fetish of individual liberty,
Federations, representatives however, all citizens would
men engage in making a
of the workers through their have the power to take part
living by striving and
in developing their particular
competing against their fellow Trade Unions, and
representatives
of
the
industry or profession to the
men to gain a share of the
consumers
these
Corporations
best advantage of the State,
spoils of civilisation. Fascism
and would have the right to
teaches that this is the wrong would then fix fair prices,
eliminating
cut-throat
express their opinion of how
attitude to adopt, and is the
inevitable cause of thepresent competition, and fair rates of best this would be
accomplished.
distress and economic futility.
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Not only would they be able builders by builders, in fact a We are grateful indeed that
to influence public affairs
house of experts would be
there is one institution in this
once every few years by
returned, capable of giving
country about which we can
general election, but they
advice on every matter of
gather our growing effort for
would be able to have their public interest.
the regeneration of our
say in their Trade Unions,
country. An institution which
Employers Federations, and
has weathered the storms of
very much more prominent
political controversy in the
occasions, and furthermore, a
past and carries down its
new House of Commons
glorious tradition of service to
would be instituted on an
the Nation.
occupational, in place of a
regional franchise People
would vote according to their

In the present state of
society, Fascism finds only
one great symbol about which
it can build up the greater
Britain of the future. this
symbol is the Crown, Fascism
in Britain is loyal to the Queen
and Royal Family, because it
recognises them alone as
trade or profession, doctors
standing high above the
would be represented by
fractional strife, class war, and
doctors, teachers by teachers,
the political rivalry of modern
existence.
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